**FIGURE XI-B**

Town Meeting Structure and Controlled Best Democracy Scores

Plot 1 School Issues, Meeting Length & Controlled Best Democracy Scores

Sample of 200 Meetings 1970-1998*

*Omit cases of school meeting held before or after town meeting.

Plot 2 Day/Night, Meeting Length & Controlled Best Democracy Scores

Sample of 200 Meetings 1970-1998

Plot 3 The Australian Ballot, Size-Controlled Attendance and the CBDI

Sample of 200 Meetings Held During the Day 1970-1998

---

School matters are imbedded in town meeting or school meeting is held during an adjournment of town meeting, mean and slope of CBDI.

School meeting is held another day, mean and slope of CBDI.

Means of meeting length

Means of CBDI and meeting length and the slope for day meetings.

Means of CBDI and meeting length and the slope for night meetings.

Did not use the Australian ballot mean and slope of CBDI.

Did use the Australian ballot mean and slope of CBDI.